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ALTO Aviation unveils new ALTO Cadence™ Galley Control System 

 
ALTO Aviation, an industry leader in premium cabin audio systems, In-Flight Entertainment 
(IFE), Cabin Management Systems (CMS), and Passenger Controls, has introduced its new 
galley touchscreen to their ALTO Cabin Control App at the 2021 NBAA Business Aviation 
Convention Exhibition in Las Vegas (booth #1621). 
 
Cadence™ Switch Panels are ALTO Aviation’s direct replacement and customizable cabin 
passenger controls that allow functionality through discrete logic and no software, 
minimizing or eliminating woodwork by defining bezels that fit into the existing holes, 
considerably reducing installation costs.  
 
The foundation for Cadence™ is modular, discrete switch assemblies. The modules range 
from one (1) to six (6) positions, including USB charging, HDMI port, Bluetooth interface, and 
ordinance signage. Cadence™ is compatible with the aircraft’s existing Cabin Management 
System and In-Flight Entertainment System. Additionally, by defining a bezel that fits into an 
existing cutout, ALTO provides a CMS/IFE upgrade solution without changing the woodwork.  
 



All installations were customized to replace the obsolete, non-serviceable, or broken 
passenger controls, as well as new installations, in many cases repurposing functionality and 
updating the Cabin Management System capabilities of each cabin.  
 
Many leading MROs in Business Aviation have installed ALTO Cadence™ Switch Series in a 
wide variety of private aircraft, including light jets and turboprops, medium, large, bizliner 
cabin, and special mission aircraft. 
 
“We are so excited about this new milestone in our company. We have surpassed 300 
Cadence™ Switch Panels with unique, customized solutions for our clients, impeccably 
installed by top MROs worldwide in a wide variety of aircraft, including Gulfstream, Falcon, 
Citation, and Bombardier. In addition, we continue designing, manufacturing in-house, and 
customizing passenger controls that provide easy and fast installations with unrivaled 
performance.” says Kevin Hayes, VP Sales, and Marketing at ALTO Aviation.  
 

About ALTO Aviation 
 
ALTO Aviation is an aerospace industry leader in premium cabin audio systems and cabin 
passenger controls. Our team designs, manufacture, and distributes premium customized 
cabin audio systems and Cabin Management for all aircraft types in Business Aviation.  
 
Our solutions include ALTO Sound™ Digital Surround Sound, ALTO Soundstage™ Immersive 
3D audio, VIP seat optimization, PA/Chime Systems, Bluetooth® audio, Cadence™ Cabin 
Management System, Cadence™ direct replacement Passenger Controls, and ALTO cabin 
control app. All our products are FAA TSO-C139 approved and are sold to most major OEMs 
and successfully installed by leading MRO companies worldwide.  
 
ALTO cabin systems engineers tune each cabin onsite for maximum optimization of each 
installation. Over 5,000 business jets fly with ALTO Aviation components. ALTO also 
manufactures precision sheet metal and machined parts for aerospace and multiple high-
standard industries.  
 
For more information, please visit www.altoaviation.com or contact Cristina Scarlata at 
cscarlata@altoaviation.com 
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